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December 8, 1969 

Harold Weisberg, Esq., 
Route 8, Frederick, Maryland. 

Dear Harold: 

About the anatomy, On December 10 our library will sell off some worn 
out books and I hope to get an anatomy book for a few cents to send you. 

Think I have picked up some flim-flaming with the documents and if so, 
I will, of course, share it with you. Could you send me a Xerox copy 
or Thermofax or other copy or even the original of CE 397 as on page 
48 of the report (Humes' Certificate). I will, of course return it in 
event you send me the original. 

Yes, three of the four documents I sent you and Fensterwald were identical 
with some previous sent. I only wanted them fresh into your hands so you 
would not have to search for previouly sent ones. One set was returned. 
Were these yours or Fensterwalds? If they were Fensterwald's then I should 
like to have yours back. If they were yours then I will ask Fensterwald. Of 
course I will return a set to both of you with the completed brief. 

Last Saturday 6 I spent all afternoon with my lawyers in Topeka. They 
considered some of your points quite important and novel to them and will 
work some of the ideas into the brief. One of my lawyers does not condider 
the defendant's arguements on the case law very important and they are 
going to largely ignore them because the statute is later and the statute in 
the eyes of my lawyers supercede the case citations of the defendants. 

We might have a brief oral arguement in the Topeka Court Friday December 
19 but it will be minor and we will not depsit the brief. However we do hope 
to get our brief filed this month and have the full hearing in January 1970. 

Mr. Hugh Betzner agreed for our photographer (Mr Jim Morey) to make 
some enlargements of two of the three Betzner pictures. He declines to 
allow prints from the one Life published under copyright and Life has 
previously declined me. Enclosed is letter of instructions(M€6-446141d1from 
Gary Schoener#10141041015#4.64tand 	 # to me as # 	Thermofax and 
Xerox of Gary's letter to Mr. Morey. Mr. Morey will do this on an "after-
hours" basis for $7. 50 per hour plus materials. He thinks he can do it for 
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Gary within about 2 hours. If you were to want the same the time 
would only be slightly increased and the costs cut almost in half. 
Mr. Betzner will want from you an affidavit attesting that: 

(1) The prints are for you only 
(2) They will not be sold or otherwise disposed of, and 
(3) They will not be published 

If you should want copies similar to Gary I would approach Mr. 
Betzner on your behalf and Mr. Morey will do them for you at the 
same time he does Gary's. It will be necessary for either myself 
or Mr. Betzner to stand beside the photographer at all times. 

Shall look forward to your copy of CE 397 (page 48). 

Sincerely, 

),.Sohn Nichols, 

Enclosures: Thermofax of Gary's letter to Nichols Nov 10, 1969 
If Xerox 	11 	 " 	" Morey Nov 24, 1969 


